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	Learn Pascal in Three Days (With CD-ROM), 9781556228056 (1556228058), Wordware Publishing, 2001
Learn Pascal in Three Days (3e.) is an update of one of the best-selling introductions to Pascal on the market for beginning programmers. The title is recognized as one of the best introductions to Pascal suitable for students or anyone wanting a solid foundation in structured programming. Pascal is considered an ideal programming language to begin programming because of its highly structured syntax.     

       About the Author

Sam Abolrous is a technical writer at Microsoft and a   successful computer book author. He is the author of the highly   successful Learn Pascal in Three Days, 2e. (1-55622-567-9) and   the forthcoming Learn C++ In Three Days (1-55622-707-8) from   Wordware Publishing, Inc. Abolrous is also the author of over 20   computer books in Egypt. He has a B.S. in electrical engineering   from the University of Alexandria, Egypt. Abolrous lives and   works in Redmond outside of Seattle, Washington.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Professional Microsoft Search: FAST Search, SharePoint Search, and Search ServerWrox Press, 2010

	Use Microsoft's latest search-based technology-FAST search-to plan, customize, and deploy your search solution


	FAST is Microsoft's latest intelligent search-based technology that boasts robustness and an ability to integrate business intelligence with Search. This in-depth guide provides you with advanced coverage on...


		

A Guide to Computer User Support for Help Desk and Support Specialists, 5th EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	Current or future user-support professionals discover the critical people skills and exceptional technical knowledge to provide outstanding support with Beisse's A GUIDE TO COMPUTER USER SUPPORT FOR HELP DESK AND SUPPORT SPECIALISTS, 5E. This useful guide focuses on the informational resources and technical tools needed most to function...


		

JQuery 2.0 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 80 recipes providing modern solutions to web development problems with realworld examples


	About This Book

	
		Create solutions for common problems using best practice techniques
	
		Harness the power of jQuery to create better websites and web applications
	
		Break away from...






	

Frontiers of Statistical Decision Making and Bayesian Analysis: In Honor of James O. BergerSpringer, 2010

	Research in Bayesian analysis and statistical decision theory is rapidly expanding and diversifying, making it increasingly more difficult for any single researcher to stay up to date on all current research frontiers. This book provides a review of current research challenges and opportunities. While the book can not exhaustively cover all...


		

Financial Risk Modelling and Portfolio Optimization with R (Statistics in Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Introduces the latest techniques advocated for measuring financial market risk and portfolio optimization, and provides a plethora of R code examples that enable the reader to replicate the results featured throughout the book.


	Financial Risk Modelling and Portfolio Optimization with R:

	...



		

Cyber Risks for Business Professionals: A Management GuideIT Governance Publishing, 2010

	The benefits which Internet technologies offer to business professionals also present considerable risks. The management of these risks is the focus of this book.


	Realize the benefits of Internet technologies, while ensuring your company is protected from the associated risks!


	An effective risk management...
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